ABBOT is the hybrid connectionist hidden Markov modd (HMM) large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system developed at Cambridge University Engineering Department. ABBOT makes effective use of the linear input network (LIN) adaptation technique to achieve speaker and channel adaptation. Although the I N is dective at adapting to new speakers or a new environment (e.g. a different microphone), the transform is global over the input space. In this paper we describe a technique by which the transform may be made locally linear over dif€ercnt regions of the input space. The local linear transforms are combined by an additional network using a non-linear transform. This scheme f a k naturdy into the mixtures of experts framework.
INTRODUCTION
The ABBOT system uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) to estimate the tied-state acoustic observation likelihoods in an HMM framework. The network's output y ( t ) is a vector whose elements represent estimates of the posterior probability of each of the phone dasses given the input paramt terised speech u(t). The posterior probabilities are mapped to scaled ljlcelihoods for use in the HMM decoding process.
The linear input network has proved to be a successful method for the adaptation of connectionist systems to a new speaker [3]. This technique has recently been successfully extended to the adaptation of a recurrent network to an unknown microphone. Although the LIN scheme has proved successful at reducing the word error rate (WER) within both speaker and environmental adaptation, the method i s suboptimal since it is a global trausform of the input.
Local adaptation has proved successful in HMM adaptation [2] in which the local regions are selected according to sets of similar phone classes. The selection of local regions based on similar phone classes is not possible With the recurrent network, because the R" is a dynamical system requiring a continuous input stream. In this paper we use separate adaptation LINs and attempt to learn the regions of data in which they should specialise. The outputs of the L I N -W combinations are then combined non-linearly to achieve a global transform that is locally linear.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The hear input network is introduced in Section 2, including the unsupervised block adaptaGon technique used in the rest of this paper. Section 3 presents the mixture of experts technique and how it is extended to the mixture of linear input networks (MLIN) architecture. Section 4 analyses the impact that the MLIN has on the adaptation process for conneaionist systems.
THE LINEAR INPUT NETWORK
A linear mapping is created to transform the acoustic vector. During recognition, this transformed vector is fed as input to the speaker independent RNN. This is shown in Figure 1 . To train the LIN far a new speaker, the LIN's weights are initialised to an identity matrix; this guarantees that the initial starting point is the speaker independent model. The input is propagated forward to the output layer of the RVN. At this point the error is back-propagated through the R". 
MLIN : mixtures of linear input networks for adaptation
The mixture of experts architecture consists of a set of "experts" which perform local function approximation. The exp u t outputs yi(t) are combined with the outputs gi(t) of a "gate" to form the overall output
In the case of cladication, the experts compute vectors of &ss conditional probabilities [7l. In Figure 2 , we show the mixture of linear input networks (MLIN) architecture. Each e x p a t consists of a LIN and a ncurnnt network. The gate consists of a single layer network with softmac activation function which computes the conditional probabiity of selecting each expert given the current input u(t). During training within the EM framework, the recurrent network weights (shown shaded) are kept fixed and only the LIN weights are adapted by weighting the back-propagated error term with the posterior probability of selecting each expert given the ament input and phone label. This posterior probability is given by The gate is trained to predict which expert is the best one to use at each time. Its targets are thus the posterior probabilities hi(t). In this section the method used for unsupcrviscd block adap tation is the same method as desaibed in Section 2. Results are reported for various numbers of expats and numbers of passes of adaptation at both the frame and word level. 
Expert Specialisation

I
18.2 9% Figure 3 shows the leading diagonals of a pair of expert LINs and the single LIN weight matrices. Although the weight matrices contain off diagona tams also, these are not as dominant = the diagonal terms. As can be seen, the experts differ both from one another and from the single LINl especially in the higher order cepstra
Phoneme frame error rates
For the first pass through the adaptation process, we align the utterances using the baseline network. After ttaining the LIN on this data we malign the uttaancw using the LIN-RNN combination. Subsequmt rr-alignments are done using the current model after training in BP iterative procejs. (MLIN2, MLIN-4) .
Word error rates
We now tum to the word Qfor rates Using the LIN and MLIN adaptation techniques. Table 2 shows the error rates using Merent mod& and diflacllt numbers of adaptation passes.
As can be seen, whilst the MLIN performs better at the frame level with respect to the hypothesised kanscriptions, this does not tanslate to a significant improvement in tvms of word QTor rates. This d e e t is demonstrated in Figure 4 which shows the improvunent a d e i o n per sp& afta difimnt ulap tation schemes and "and ' in Table 3 . 6.9 % 9.9 % Table 3 : Average improvement of word error rate over all s p e a k c~ for various adaptation techniques with respect to the baseline system without adaptation.
The speakers for which adaptation degraded word error rates comespond to those for which the speaker independent system (R") gave very crude initial alignments.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have demonstrated how the LIN speaker and channel adaptation approach can be extended in the mixture of experts framework. Although the word error rate improvements we have achieved are modest, we have demonstrated significant improvements at the frame level. As shown, the use of a more sophisticated transform results in an additional improvement for some speakers and an additional degradation for other speakers.
Unsupervised block adaptation sufTers from the problem that even if we improve the frame rate on the hypothesised transcription, we may not be improving the word error rate with respect to the true transcription. By using a more complex transform, as we have done in this paper, one may actually degrade performance further on some speakers by adapting better to the wrong transcription. In future work we plan to test the performance of the MLIN approach on supervised adaptation. In addition, we plan to look further into the general unsupervised adaptation paradigm by using separate adaptation networks for each speaker and learning to combine them optimally for other speakvs in the same framework as described here.
A number of uses for this architecture are possible. By initiaIising the expert LINs and gate with random weights and training, it is possible to discover structure in the input space as well as learn a nonlinear adaptation. Alternatively, prior knowledge may be used, such as initialising a set of expert LINs using diAerent speakers or environments. Future work will look into using the MLIN approach on Merent channel conditions.
